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Abstract: giving the arrangement pattern of carbon atoms in Graphene

Main Viewpoints and Conclusions:

Graphene is an allotrope of carbon in the form of a two-dimensional, a single atomic plane of graphite, atomic-scale, hexagonal lattices in which one atom form each vertex. It is the basic structural element of other allotropes, including graphite, charcoal, carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. It can also be considered as an indefinitely large aromatic molecule, the limiting case of the family of flat polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.\(^1\)

Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) image of Graphene on IR (111)\(^2\)

According to the image with clearly and intuitively, Graphene is a crystalline allotrope of carbon with 2-dimensional properties. Its carbon atoms are densely packed in a regular atomic-scale sturdy girder (equilateral triangle) pattern. Big black spots are noble gas notations; pale yellow highlights are electron holes; orange link grids are atomic bonds; the orange rings of the noble gas notations are the inner-layer extranuclear charges that not directly involved in the bonds. Each atom, at least 1/2 or more of the extranuclear charges is divided into six equal parts, and formed into the same and uniform atomic bonds with six adjacent carbon atoms.
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